
Monday 10th May
Can you calculate angles?



Name the shape and give 4 
properties of the shape.
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What can you tell me about the angles?
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What can you tell me about the angles?



Forbidden Words

On the next slide you will see a card containing a shape and 4 forbidden 
words.

Your task is to describe the shape to your partner without using any of 
the forbidden words. Can your partner guess the name of the shape 

you are describing?
Partner A will need to turn away 
from the whiteboard before the 
next slide of the powerpoint









What do you remember about angles?

Acute Angle -

Obtuse Angle -

Reflex Angle -

Right Angle -



Can you spot examples of all angle 
types?









How can we calculate the size of angle K? 
Think about what you already know 

about angles.







Where will you begin?



Using the bar model, 
what could we do?





Where will you begin?

Could you use the bar model 
like you did with the previous 

question?

Answer will appear on the 
next slide







Tuesday 11th May

Can you calculate angles in a triangle?



Can you identify the prime factors of 72?



Can you find the prime factors of 56?

Use a factor tree to help you.





Triangles

What do you know about triangles?

Triangles



Angles in a triangle = 180O

If you tear off each corner of the triangle and join the 
straight edges together, what will you see?

HAVE A GO



Calculate the size of angle y
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How will you 
calculate the size 

of angle y?



Calculate the size of angle y
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How will you 
calculate the size 

of angle y?



29O 87O





How will you calculate the missing angles? Think 
about what you already know.





Calculate the size of angle y



Where will we begin to calculate the 
missing angles this time?

What do I know already?

How can I use what I already know to 
calculate the missing angles?



On your whiteboards, calculate angle g, h and 
i.



Wednesday 12th May

Can you calculate and identify angles in quadrilaterals?



Name the shape and give 4 properties.

1.

2.
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Calculate the missing angles.





What do we know that would help 
calculate the missing angle in this shape?



What is the name of this shape?
What can you tell me about the angles?



How can we calculate the missing angles in this 
shape?

What do we already know?



What is the shape?
What can you tell me about the angels?

Calculate the missing angle.



Calculate the missing angle and explain your 
calculation.









How is this shape 
different to the previous 

shapes?

What do we already 
know to help calculate 

the missing angles?



How is this shape 
different to the previous 

shapes?

What do we already 
know to help calculate 

the missing angles?

Calculate the missing angles




